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Belkin F8M978BT holder Passive holder Mobile phone/Smartphone
Black

Brand : Belkin Product code: F8M978BT

Product name : F8M978BT

- Adjustable mount compatible with 6" devices
- Rotate and tilt capabilities for multiple viewing options
- Cable management for easy location of charging cable
- Securely attaches to dash or window
6", Black

Belkin F8M978BT holder Passive holder Mobile phone/Smartphone Black:

FITS YOUR SMARTPHONE LIKE A GLOVE
From the small and discreet, to the biggest smartphones on the market, the Car Universal Mount will fit
your phone perfectly. Extendable arms firmly cradle your phone, while the mount adheres securely to
your windshield or dashboard. Plus, with the ability to tilt and rotate the cradle, it's easy to find the
perfect viewing angle for navigation.

BIG NEWS FOR BIG SMARTPHONES
Specially designed to be compatible with some of the biggest smartphones on the market, the Car
Universal Mount has extendable arms that can securely hold devices up to 6".

WHICH WAY?
With the ability to tilt and rotate 360 degrees, you'll be able to rotate to landscape view for easier
navigation.

Design

Type * Passive holder
Mobile device type * Mobile phone/Smartphone
Proper use * Car
Product colour * Black

Design

Compatibility

iPhone 5/5s iPhone 5c iPhone 6
iPhone 6 Plus Galaxy S4 Galaxy S5
Galaxy S6 Galaxy S6 edge Galaxy
Note 3 Galaxy Note 4 Nokia N9
Nokia 500 Nokia X7 Nokia E6 Nexus
Galaxy Nexus 7

Multimedia

Built-in speaker(s)

Ergonomics

Maximum screen size 15.2 cm (6")

Power

Power source type Not supported
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